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Magnet hospitals are so named because of their ability to attract and
retain the best professional nurses. Magnet Attractions profiles our
story at Lehigh Valley Hospital and Health Network and shows how our
clinical staff truly magnifies excellence.
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Culture of Consultation
We consult with each other to provide the best resources for
our patients
As caregivers, we’re naturally resourceful. We have to be. Some days
we’re bombarded with questions from patients and their families,
and we don’t always have the answers. So, we consult our colleagues
and we read literature—whatever it takes.
Like me, you may have resources to which you refer often. I regularly
reach for Steven Covey’s “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.”
(I find it so valuable I encouraged my daughters to read the edition
for teenagers.) I also consult my mother and father regularly. Their
opinions and advice will forever be important to me. And, depending
on the topic, I have a long list of colleagues I seek out to gather
information, discuss ideas and seek guidance.

We provide adequate
resources, support and
opportunities for the
utilization of experts

Consultation
and Resources
and for staff to become
involved in professional
organizations.

Resources and consultation make this organization phenomenal.
Whether we’re starting new initiatives, improving existing programs
or answering patients’ questions, we use each other as resources.
When a patient’s care situation is questioned, a panel of experts—our
colleagues—helps investigate, find answers and develop action plans.
Read more about this nationally unique approach on page 4.
Consultation is part of our culture. In fact, when the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) representatives
visited three years ago, they said they had never seen an organization
with so much interdisciplinary collaboration.
Months before the new GI/colon rectal unit opened, the new director
hired caregivers. Since then, they’ve been working on other units
where colleagues have been their consultants. Learn more on page 8.
Pediatric intensive care nurses turned to their colleagues and a national
expert when they learned to use new technology. Find out on page 6
how this consultation helped save a young patient’s life.
In order to improve care for HIV/AIDS patients in the Lehigh
Valley, our AIDS Activities Office consults with other agencies and is
a resource for them. Allen Smith, R.N., tells us how on page 9.
Because certifications prove we are experts at the bedside, we’re
providing more resources to help you become certified—putting us
more in line with other Magnet hospitals. Discover how on page 7.
I am fortunate to be surrounded by such a wealth of resources and
consultants to whom I can refer by just picking up the phone (no
contract necessary). So, let’s continue to be the best resources and
consultants for our patients, because they deserve our best care.

Terry A. Capuano, R.N.
Senior Vice President, Clinical Services
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B re a k
When a patient
issue arises, our
Peer Review
Committee
collaborates to
ensure we provide
the best patient care.

STIG
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A 68-year-old woman is adm
itted to LVH–Muhlenberg’s
Regional Heart Center with
failure and angina. After com
congestive heart
plaining of mild headache
s and nausea and then vom
hemorrhagic stroke. Are the
iting, she suffers a
re interventions that can be
implemented to prevent suc
happening to other patien
h events from
ts?
This is one scenario that
recently came before ou
r Peer Review Committee
experts (managers and dir
, a team of 17
ect-care nurses) who wo
rk openly, honestly and
assess patient care and
collaboratively to
examine what can be do
ne to improve it. In the pa
assessed such events alo
st,
unit directors
ne. Now the committee ser
ves as a consultant to un
administrators, and its fin
it directors and
dings and suggestions be
come resources for clinic
al services staff.
“We look closely at spec
ific cases to determine wh
at, if anything, can be im
prevent potential harm to
plemented to
our patients,” says nursi
ng administrator and Pe
member Nancy Davies-H
er
Review Committee
athen, R.N. “We try to ge
t inside caregivers’ head
their thought process.”
s and determine

AT I O N

Roslyn Harris, R.N. (left), and
Maggie Gergar, R.N., Investigators
Before an event co
mes before the Peer
Review Committee
director and admin
, the unit
istrator lead an inve
st
igation on the unit.
assistance from staf
With
f investigators, they
ask questions, follo
specific template to
wi
ng a
be consistent with
each case. For instan
this case:
ce, in
Did the nurse carin
g for this woman co
mmunicate change
condition in a timel
s in her
y manner?
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TH E FI N D IN G S

When the investigation is complete, the
unit director and administrator present
their findings to the committee. In this
case, Davies-Hathen and Georgiann
Morgan, R.N., director of the Center for
Critical Care, discovered a communication
breakdown regarding the patient’s
symptoms.

Joe Pearce, R.N. mittee
Peer Review Com

“The nurse’s assessment was accurate,”
Morgan says. “However, when initial
discussions with colleagues did not
lead to agreement on the cause of the
patient’s symptoms, she should have
followed her instincts and shared the
patient’s condition with the nursing
supervisor or attending physician for
additional advice.”

Dale
Peer Kleibach,
Revie R.N.
w Com
mitte
e

Nancy Davis-Hathen, R.N.
Peer Review Committee

Mary
Peer ann Rose
Revie
n
w Com thal, R.N
mittee .

R.N.
Georgiann Morgan,itte
Peer Review Comm e

PLAN
THE ACTION

After presenting their findings, the director and administrator also
discuss an action plan with the Peer Review Committee. This helps
prevent a similar event from occurring again.
In this case, posters describing the symptoms of hemorrhagic stroke
have been posted in the medication rooms on the unit. In addition,
Morgan and Davies-Hathen reminded staff members to feel
empowered to notify a nursing supervisor or attending physician
if they have unresolved concerns about a patient’s safety or
well-being.

Action P
posters o lan: hemorrhagic
n the unit
stroke ed
ucation

“Among other hats we wear as nurses, our most important is being a
patient advocate,” Morgan says. “We need to remember that we have a team
e care.”
of resources to consult with to ensure our patients are getting the best possibl
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Lessons Learned…

Lives Saved
The PICU team taps resources in and out of the
hospital to implement a new lifesaving technology
Kara Coder of Royersford arrived at LVH—Cedar Crest last February with numerous
injuries, including severe head trauma. To give the girl, then 9, the best chance of survival, a
team of pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) nurses used a leading-edge technology that
uniquely monitors oxygen levels in the brain. But, they didn’t go it alone.
Backed by six months of education, consultation and support from resources inside and
outside the hospital, the PICU team is able to use this technology, called Licox, to make lifesaving interventions for patients like Coder. “Seeing her walk back on our unit is something
we’ll never forget,” says Lori Milot, R.N., PICU patient care coordinator. “We’re one of few
places in the nation using this technology with pediatric patients.”

6

Are You Certified?
We’ve got resources to help you
get certified

Getting started
To first learn about Licox, Milot and her colleagues turned to a
national expert. Mary Kay Bader of California’s Mission Hospital
hosted an in-service at LVH–Cedar Crest, planned by trauma
development manager Betsy Seislove and adult trauma coordinator
Linda Reinhart. “Mary Kay showed us case studies of children who
wouldn’t have survived without Licox,” says Deanna Heydt, R.N.
“It gave us chills.”
Afterward, a core team of seven PICU nurses became Licox experts.
Among their curriculum: literature about the device, in-service sessions
with the product manufacturers, and one-on-one teaching from
trauma-neuro intensive care unit (TNICU) nurses, who have used
Licox on adult patients for about two years. “They taught Licox to
us, and then we taught it to other PICU nurses,” says Jennifer
McCardle, R.N.
The key learning: an algorithm determining when interventions are
required. “The most important number is oxygen level,” Heydt says.
“When it’s less than 20, brain damage can result, so you need to take
action.” Nurses record oxygen levels, brain temperature, intracranial
pressure, sodium and carbon dioxide levels frequently. When necessary, they can increase oxygen levels by providing more oxygen
through a patient’s ventilator or increase sodium levels by using a
higher concentration of saline.

The next step
When Coder arrived on PICU after undergoing a craniectomy (a
portion of her skull was removed to allow her brain to swell without
damage), the seriousness of her brain injury made her a perfect
candidate for Licox. The core Licox team—on call 24/7—monitored
her for nearly two weeks, while pediatric trauma specialist Donna
Grather, clinical nursing specialist Luanne Procyk and TNICU nurses
offered constant support. “I remember calling TNICU one morning at
2 a.m. to discuss a particular oxygen reading,” Heydt says.
Today, Coder is back in fifth grade and fully recovered. PICU nurses
have used Licox on about a half-dozen other patients, too, all with
positive results. “It’s been exciting,” McCardle says. “We’re one of
the few places in the nation using this technology with pediatric
patients, and to see it create better outcomes makes us proud.”
Kyle Hardner
“Kara’s PICU Team”— (clockwise from left) Jennifer McCardle, R.N., Kimberly Hugo, R.N.,
Deanna Heydt, R.N., Brenda Early, R.N., Marylou Patari, R.N., Lori Milot, R.N., Suzanne
Puentes, R.N., all helped Kara Coder recover. Kara’s mom, Sue, called Kara her “care bear,”
so the PICU team gave Kara her own “care” bear.

Calm, cool and collected is how medical
surgical nurse Wendy Carraher, R.N., felt
when she took her certification exam last
spring. Her confidence—and her ultimately
achieving certification—was the result of
consulting with her 4C colleagues in a
study group.
“Certification validates your nursing
specialty knowledge, builds your confidence and demonstrates that you meet
nationally recognized standards of care,”
says vice president of patient care services
Mary Del Guidice, R.N., who will be
recertified this year. “So, we want to help
more nurses become certified by offering
more resources—like assistance with the
application process.”
You can achieve certifications in your
specialty, such as intensive care and
pediatrics. (Some certifications are
voluntary; others are required.)
“Certification is a testimonial to your
dedication to nursing and can help
advance your career here,” Del Guidice
says. Whether you’re eligible to sit for
the tests is based on years of experience
and education and varies depending on
the certification.
To help you become certified, we also offer:
• Coming soon…no more traveling! We are
currently working on hosting the
American Nurses Credentialing Center
certification tests at LVHHN. As an
added bonus, a certification celebration
will follow.
• Reward and recognition. Tests can cost
upwards of $200. If you pass, you’ll be
reimbursed the cost
of your test.
Certified nurses
are elligible for
annual bonuses.

Blueprints for

Quality Care
Creating the ideal patient experience
through consultation and resources
As construction crews readied the floor plan for the new 32-bed GI/colon rectal unit on LVH–Cedar Crest’s 6C,
colleagues were busy consulting with each other and our own experts to create an ideal patient experience for 6C
patients. “We organized our 6C team, asked colleagues for advice and put our heads together to develop resources for
patients,” says 6C director Kim Korner, R.N. Here’s how 6C colleagues are ensuring their first patient this spring
receives the same quality care as their 101st:

Laying the
Foundation
Korner began
interviewing staff
months before the
unit is scheduled to
open. “It gave me
extra time to find the
right people for the job.” When they were hired,
caregivers like Lorissa Kershner, R.N. (shown caring
for Jason Cesari of White Haven), started working on
other medical-surgical units. “Now I’m acquainted
with our hospital and culture,” Kershner says. “When
the unit opens, I’ll be ready.”

Creating the
Communication
System
Staff also
consulted with
other units and
discovered
communication resources for patients. Dry-erase
boards will be placed at every bed allowing patients to
write questions they have about their care. Tent cards
will be displayed in every room, telling patients when
their room was cleaned and by whom. In addition,
follow-up phone calls will be randomly placed to
patients to check on their satisfaction with their stay
on 6C. “These resources will help us make more
personal connections with patients,” Lesko says.

Turning on
the Power
Colleagues created
electricity when they
met for the first time
in an all-day retreat.
They consulted
internal resources: Center for Professional Excellence
manager Kim Hitchings, R.N., introduced the Forces
of Magnetism and our shared governance model, and
enterostomal therapy coordinator Carol Balcavage,
R.N., shared her vision for a relationship between her
department and 6C.
Then staff members wrote their Professional Practice
Model charters together. “We knew the unit would
open more smoothly if our policies and guidelines
were in place early,” says Lisa Lesko, R.N., 6C patient
care specialist.

Cutting the Ribbon
From the moment patients
walk onto the unit, they will
feel welcome. Caregivers
like Tim Ziegler, G.N., will
greet and present welcome
packets to new admissions
and help them get settled
into their new rooms. “I’m
a resource for patients,“
Ziegler says. “Little
things like this go a long way to help patients
feel comfortable.”
Colleagues continue to look for resources to improve
care. Plans are in the works to establish a support
group for patients who need help emotionally.
“It’s exciting to see everyone on our team has high
expectations for the care we provide,” Korner says.
Rick Martuscelli
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nursing voice

Resources for Jared
We use resources in the AIDS Activities Office
and the community to care for patients
by Allen Smith, R.N.

hen Jared* came to us, he
could barely walk. He had
HIV and poorly controlled bipolar
disorder and hadn’t received consistent health care for either illness.
Unlike some of our patients, Jared
has a family who cares for him and
a place to call home, but he was too
sick to remember to take daily
medications.

W

HIV/AIDS Consultants – Allen Smith, R.N. (center), quality improvement coordinator for the AIDS
Activities Office (AAO), helped organize biannual meetings for organizations and groups who care for
those affected by HIV/AIDS. Participants including Dave Moyer (right), education coordinator of
Fighting AIDS Continuously Together (also co-facilitator of the meetings), and Linda Lobach, director
of AIDS Outreach, share ideas, frustrations and offer their resources to each other.

My colleagues and I knew Jared’s coming
to the AIDS Activities Office (AAO) was
his last shot at a longer life. We consulted, pulled our
resources and developed a game plan. We connected
Jared with mental health services and met with his
mother to help her understand the disease and his need
for medications. When he wanted someone to talk to,
we offered our listening ears.

That was more than a year ago. Since then Jared has not
missed an appointment, and he continues to take 12 pills
and two injections every day. We gave Jared hope when
he had none.
It’s no secret HIV/AIDS is a horrible disease that can affect
anyone. The most difficult of our patients are those who
have extraordinary problems like mental illness, drug
addiction and homelessness—on top of their disease.
I’ve learned to be open-minded, empathetic, flexible
and more importantly, resourceful. Not everything they
need is found in a medicine cabinet. There’s a whole
community of resources available to HIV/AIDS patients.
For instance, when Jared’s mother couldn’t drive him to
appointments, we arranged transportation through
AIDS Outreach, which offers support services to
HIV/AIDS patients.

Last year, I discovered we weren’t aware of all of these
resources and some didn’t know about us. So, I helped
organize the first-ever meetings with community organizations and groups that also care for those affected by
HIV/AIDS. Twice a year we consult with each other by
sharing our experiences, ideas and frustrations. We’re
also creating a directory of HIV/AIDS resources.
I started working in the AAO after losing two close friends to
HIV. I was terrified of it. After seven years, I’ve developed
a new respect for this disease. I’ve learned that the cliché
is true: knowledge is power. Misconceptions about
HIV/AIDS remain, but with the right information and
resources, we can make a difference. The proof is in
patients like Jared.
*The patient’s name has been changed to protect his privacy.

Allen Smith, R.N., is the quality improvement coordinator for
the AIDS Activities Office.
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Our Magnet Moments
continuing education
MARCH

APRIL

6

3

Critical Care Course: Needs of the Multi-System
Critical Care Patient
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Auditorium, LVH–17th & Chew

4-6

Oncology Core Course
8 a.m.-4 p.m., Conference Rooms 1A/1B, JDMCC

6-7

Pediatric Critical Care Course
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., School of Nursing Auditorium,
LVH–17th & Chew

Advancing Diabetes Care in the 21st Century
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Classroom #1, LVH–CC
Critical Care Course: Pulmonary/Mechanical
Ventilation Part I
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH-17th & Chew

7

Critical Care Course: Pulmonary/Mechanical
Ventilation Part II
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH-17th & Chew

7-8

ONS Chemotherapy & Biotherapy Course
8 a.m.-4 p.m., Conference Rooms 1A/1B, JDMCC

9-10

Trauma 2006: A Continuum of Care
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Holiday Inn, Fogelsville

13

Critical Care Course: Hemodynamic Monitoring
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., EMI, 2166 S. 12th St.

15

Advanced Phamacology for Nurse Practitioners
8 a.m.-noon Auditorium, LVH–CC

16

Learning Partners
8 a.m.-noon Classroom C, 2024 Lehigh St.

17

Current Practices and New Developments in
Kidney and Pancreas Transplantations
8 a.m.-4 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–CC

20

Critical Care Course: Neurosciences Part I
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–CC

21

Critical Care Course: Neurosciences Part II
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium and Classroom 1
LVH–CC

27

Critical Care Course: Gastrointestinal
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–17th & Chew

28

Critical Care Course: Renal/Endocrine/Transplant
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–17th & Chew

10, 13 Introduction to Basic Dysrhythmias
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Banko Rooms 1& 2
21

Prescribing Controlled Substances
7 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–CC

24-26 Trauma Nurse Course
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., EMI - 2166 S. 12th St. (4/24)
Auditorium, LVH-17th & Chew (4/25 -4/26)
27

Trauma Nurse Course: Burn/Tissue Trauma
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Auditorium, LVH–17th & Chew

28

Burn Workshop
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Classroom 2, LVH–CC

Contact Donna Stout at
610-402-2482 to register
for a course.

The Greatest Gifts
Labor and delivery staff (right) brightened the
holidays for a single mother and her 13 children by
collecting toys and clothing for them. Their generosity
was part of the Professional Excellence Council’s
Adopt-a-Family program. Staff throughout the network adopted 48 families, helping people from
2 months to 63 years old. The program is just one way staff is a resource for people in need in the
community. Thanks to all who helped to make this year’s program a success.

Making a Safer, More Efficient Hospital
Crysta Macalush (left), neonatal intensive care unit support
partner, and Brenda Spickofsky, float pool support partner,
learn how to use a new lateral transport device from a product
vendor at the Safe Patient Movement Committee's product
fair. The event is an important resource for caregivers,
allowing them to discover products the committee may
select for safer and more efficient patient handling and movement. If chosen, the lateral transport
device's low-friction fabric will make it easier to transfer patients between beds, and its inflation
option will reduce the need for strenuous lifting. The committee plans to select new products in the
coming months.
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sharing our knowledge
PUBLICATIONS
Advance for Nursing
November 2005
Bernhart Hochleitner, R.R.T.: Paradigm Shift in Respiratory Therapy
Provides Challenging Environment for Nurses
PRESENTATIONS
Remmington Report Teleconference
July 2005
George McCracken: How to Insure Your Wound Care Program is
Cost Effective, Not Cost Destructive
Magnet Regional Conference–Passionate About Nursing…
The Magnet Journey
Rochester, N.Y., November 2005
Kim Hitchings, R.N.: Friends of Nursing: An Extraordinary Innovation
that has Transformed the Image of Nursing; and Panel Discussion:
Living the Forces: Re-designation.
Kim Hitchings, R.N., and Rita Bendekovits, R.N.: Raising the Bar
for Peer Review: From Performance Appraisal Feedback to Scholarly
Collegial Review of Quality of Care Issues
Sigma Theta Tau 38th Biennial Convention
Indianapolis, Ind., November 2005
Dan Leshko, R.N., Daniel Rymond and JoAnn Wells, R.N.:
Improving Door to Balloon Times of the ST Elevated MI (STEMI)
Patient: A Community Hospital and Regional Heart Center Collaborate
to Create a Unique Transfer Process to Save Valuable Time and
Muscle
Andrea Long, R.N., Lori Smith, R.N., and Eileen Sacco, R.N.:
Creation and Implementation of an Interdisciplinary Clinical Practice
Guideline for Diet Advancement
American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Annual
Meeting
Las Vegas, Nev., December 2005
Viraj N. Patel, Pharm.D., Jessica B. Price, Pharm.D., Garzia M.
Fernando, M.D.: Clinical Pharmacists’ Role in Collaborative
Rounding Program for Cardiothoracic Surgery Patients
Viraj N. Patel, Pharm.D., and Jessica B. Price, Pharm.D., :
Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis Following Major Orthopedic
Surgery: An Evaluation of Compliance to CHEST Guidelines
American Association for Respiratory Care 51st International
Respiratory Congress
San Antonio, Texas, December 2005
Kenneth Miller, R.R.T., Larry Mann, R.R.T., Linda Cornman, R.R.T.,
and Raymond Smith, R.R.T.: A Retrospective Review of High
Frequency Percussive Ventilation Utilized on Four Hundred Patients
during a Four-Year Period

Robert Lichtstein, R.R.T., Andrew Brown, R.R.T., and Kenneth
Miller, R.R.T.: The Utilization of Non-Invasive Cardiac Output
Monitoring (NICO) in Conjunction with Mechanical Ventilation and
Inhaled Nitric Oxide (INO) for the Treatment of Eisenmenger Syndrome
with Respiratory Failure
Kenneth Miller, R.R.T., and Linda Cornman, R.R.T.: Evaluation of
Airway Pressure Release Ventilation Compared to Low Tidal Volume
Ventilation in ALI: Prospective Randomized Pilot Study
CERTIFICATIONS
Susan Lawrence
Case Management Administrator Certification, Center for
Case Management, October 2005
Kelly Altemose, R.N., Wendy Carraher, R.N.,
Denise Contreras, R.N., Jennifer Devine, R.N., Carol Gould, R.N.,
Karen Groller, R.N., Norma Kalkan, R.N., Donna Kalp, R.N.,
Julie Kaszuba, R.N., Nancy Ketner, R.N., Kristina Moyer, R.N.,
Donna Polaha, R.N., and Jody Shigo, R.N.
Certification in Medical-Surgical Nursing–CMSRN
Academy of Medical-Surgical Nurses
December 2005
Barbara Bier, R.N.
Certification in Dialysis Nursing–CDN
Nephrology Nursing Certification Commission
November 2005
Joann Gilmore, R.N., and Jodi Koch, R.N.
Certification in Perianesthesia Nursing–CPAN
American Board of Perianesthesia Nursing Certification, Inc.
November 2005
Jeanna Santostefano, R.N.
Certification in Critical Care Nursing–CCRN
American Association of Critical Care Nurses Certification
November 2005
Tami Lee, R.N., and Susan Newhard, R.N.
Certification in Nursing Administration–CNA, BC
American Nurses Credentialing Center
November 2005
Denise Bodish, R.N.
Certification in Mental Health Nursing–BC
American Nurses Credentialing Center
December 2005
Christy Rute, R.N.
Certification in Emergency Nursing–CEN
Emergency Nurses Association
December 2005

Kenneth Miller, R.R.T., and Laura Williams, R.R.T.: The Utilization
of Digital Manipulation in an Acute Dislodged Endotracheal Tube
Kenneth Miller, R.R.T., Laura Williams, R.R.T., and Denise Shank,
R.R.T.: The Utilization of High Frequency Percussive Ventilation as a
Rescue Therapy in Toxic Shock Syndrome
Kenneth Miller, R.R.T., Joseph Groller, R.R.T., and Linda
Cornman, R.R.T.: An Acute Airway Obstruction During Ardsnet
Ventilatory Strategy while Utilizing a Passive Humidification System
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Dream...
ENVISION IT. ACHIEVE IT. LIVE IT.
Four years ago, our dream came true: we became a Magnet hospital.
Now, we’re hoping to achieve our next dream: Magnet redesignation.
Join us as we celebrate the mailing of our Magnet evidence. You can review
the evidence—our advances in nursing excellence—and discover how you
can envision our future and live the dream.

Celebrate the mailing of our
Magnet redesignation evidence
7-9 a.m. and 2-4 p.m. on
March 20 at LVH–17th and Chew, Main Entrance Lobby
March 27 at LVH–Muhlenberg, Main Entrance Lobby
April 3 at LVH–Cedar Crest, Anderson Wing Lobby
Please RSVP to 610-402-0945 by March 13.
Look for more details in invitations being mailed to your home.
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